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Abstract. Atmospheric angular momentum (AAM) and
length of day (LOD) series are investigated for their
characteristics on interannual time scales during the
half-century period 1949 to 1998. During this epoch, the
interannual variability in LOD can be separated natu-
rally into three bands: a quasi-biennial, a triennial-
quadrennial and one at six-seven years. The atmosphere
appears to excite the first two bands, while it does not
contribute to the last. Considering the quasi-biennial
(QB) band alone, the atmosphere appears to excite most
of its signal in LOD, but it arises from separate
fluctuations with stratospheric and tropospheric origin.
Thus, although close in frequency, stratospheric and
tropospheric processes dier in their amplitude and
phase variability. The time shift can be noted especially
during the strong El Nin˜o events of 1982–83 and 1997–
98 when both processes have positive phase and thus
combine to help produce particularly strong peak in
AAM and LOD. In addition, we have reconfirmed the
downward propagation in the stratosphere and upward
propagation in the troposphere of AAM observed in
earlier studies for other variables. In the triennial-
quadrennial (TQ) band, time-variable spectral analyses
reveal that LOD and AAM contain strong variability,
with periods shorter than four years before 1975 and
longer thereafter. This signal originates mainly within
the troposphere and propagates upwards from the lower
to the higher layers of the troposphere. According to a
zonal analysis, an equatorial poleward mode, strongly
linked to the SOI, explains more than 60% of the total
variability at these ranges. In addition, this study also
indicates that an equatorward mode, originating within
polar latitudes, explains, on average, more than 15% of
the triennial-quadrennial oscillation (TQO) variability
in AAM, and up to 30% at certain epochs. Finally, a six
year period in LOD noted in earlier studies, as well as in
lengthier series covering much of the century, is found to
be absent in atmospheric excitations, and it is thus likely
to arise from mantle/core interactions.
Key words: Meteorology and atmospheric dynamics
(general circulation) – Solar physics, astrophysics
and astronomy (celestial mechanics)
1 Introduction
Atmospheric angular momentum (AAM) as a funda-
mental geophysical parameter, measures the intensity of
the zonal circulation. Its maintenance against dissipa-
tion has long been at the forefront of meteorological
research. Starr (1948) recognises that conservation of
the angular momentum in the solid Earth-atmosphere
system, would require than an increase in AAM be
accompanied by a decrease in the rotation rate of the
Earth and hence an increase in the length of day (LOD).
Small fluctuations in the LOD, which were only
inferred indirectly on the basis of positional astronomy
several decades ago (e.g. Stephenson and Morrison,
1995), have become more accurately measured since the
introduction of the atomic clock. The precision has
improved even more dramatically since the advent of
space-based measurements in the 1970s. Thus, measure-
ments of LOD exhibits variations of a few milliseconds
on time scales from days to years, whose precision has
improved continually in times to 0.02 ms for the present
values (IERS, 1998). Contemporary reviews of the
variation in the Earth’s rotation and its connection with
atmospheric processes has been given by Wahr (1980),
Hide and Dickey (1991), Rosen (1993) and Eubanks
(1993).
The impact of the atmosphere on the rotation of the
Earth can be studied by two conceptually related but
dierent approaches: by calculating the torques that
dynamically exchange angular momentum between
components, and by studying the balance of the angular
momentum itself. In the torque approach, normal
pressure gradient forces and tangential stresses exert
on the Earth’s surface, and body gravitational forces
exert additional body torques, though of considerableCorrespondence to: R. Abarca del Rio
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smaller amplitude. Such torques may be related to both
the Earth’s and atmosphere’s rate of change of angular
momentum, which in a closed system would be equal
and opposite. The equivalence of these approaches has
been described by Munk and MacDonald (1960) and
Lambeck (1980), and highlighted recently by DeViron
et al. (1999). The excitation functions for the torque
approach, however, are complex, and, moreover, cannot
be evaluated simply from routine meteorological data,
since stresses must be estimated principally through
atmospheric modelling (Wahr and Oort, 1983). How-
ever, Barnes et al. (1983) direct treatment of the
excitation functions for the angular momentum ap-
proach introduces the eective atmospheric angular
momentum (EAAM) functions which can be evaluated
from routine meteorological data (Salstein et al., 1993).
The relation between LOD variability and that of AAM
is a direct proportionality given the assumption that the
solid Earth and atmosphere form a closed dynamic
system. This excitation includes eects of motion and
mass in the following two integrals, respectively (Barnes
et al., 1983)
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Here R is the radius of the Earth, C the principal
moment of inertia of Earth’s mantle plus crust, X the
mean rate of rotation of the Earth, g the acceleration
due to gravity, ps atmospheric surface pressure and u the
zonal winds. In the motion part, the dominant term on
most time scales, the zonal winds are integrated over all
latitudes, u, longitudes, k, and pressures, p. The second
term, related to changes in the mass distribution of the
atmosphere by using the surface pressure values, plays
a much smaller role in LOD variations on most time
scales, because of the relatively stable zonal mean
pressure distribution and therefore it is not considered
in what follows. The influence of other geophysical
fluids are also assumed to be unimportant here.
The AAM and LOD series have clear variability at
interannual time scales (Eubanks, 1993), with an
important process on these scales recognised to be
associated with El Nin˜o/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
phenomena, as investigated first by Stefanick (1982) and
Chao (1984). Another well-known source of variability
is associated with the atmospheric quasi-biennial oscil-
lation (QBO), a signal with a somewhat variable period
about two-year (Trenberth, 1980). However, despite the
known existence of zonal winds alternations with near-
biennial scales in the equatorial stratosphere and obser-
vations with the same periodicity in surface parameters
(Landsberg, 1962), quasi-biennial (QB) signals in Earth
rotation were not detected until Iijima and Okazaki
(1966). Later, Chao (1989) related Earth rotation to a
combination of two interannual signals, those of the
Southern Oscillation (SO) and the stratospheric quasi-
biennial oscillation (S-QBO); both atmospheric phe-
nomena were required to explain the major interannual
variability in LOD.
The atmospheric component of ENSO, the Southern
Oscillation, is one of the prominent climate anomalies in
the equatorial atmosphere. It is characterised by alter-
nate variation of sea level pressure anomalies of
opposite signs on either side of the tropical Pacific. This
variation is mutually coupled with sea surface temper-
ature (SST) variations particularly with warm SST
anomalies in the central and eastern Pacific, known as
El Nin˜o events. As an index representing this fluctua-
tion, the Southern Oscillation index (SOI) which is a
relative measure of the pressure gradient between Tahiti
(18°S, 150°W) and Darwin (12°S, 131°E), is used.
During El Nin˜o events, when the SOI has large negative
values, there are positive pressure anomalies in the
western Pacific and negative anomalies in the eastern
Pacific, resulting in an anomalously positive eastward
gradient of the pressure field, decreasing the normal
easterly wind, and increasing AAM (Stefanick, 1982).
Here we use a modified SOI (MSOI), following Chao
(1984), i.e. the inverted index (the index multiplied by
negative one), for comparative studies with AAM or
other related parameters.
The QBO was well known in the atmosphere long
before ENSO became a principal focus of studies of
interannual variability. However, we should distinguish
between the stratospheric and the tropospheric part of
the QBO (S-QBO and T-QBO respectively), since it is
still not yet clear if a relationship exist between both.
The QBO in the upper atmosphere has been studied
since its independent discovery by Reed et al. (1961) and
Veryard and Ebdon (1961). The S-QBO is the most
prominent feature in the variability of the equatorial
middle and lower stratospheric circulation between 70
and 10 hPa. The S-QBO is characterised by the alter-
nating downward propagation of easterly and westerly
wind regimes repeating at quasi-regular intervals of
about 27–28 months (Fraedrich et al., 1993). During
half the period, easterlies propagate from the upper
stratosphere to the lower stratosphere, and during the
other half they are replaced by westerly winds. Both
descend at an average rate of about 0.7 km/mo, but the
westerlies descend somewhat faster. Both the amplitude
and period of the S-QBO are observed to vary from one
cycle to the next (e.g. Quiroz, 1981; Angell, 1986; Sasi
and Krishna Murthy, 1991), with periods ranging from
22 to 34 months, and maximum peak-to-peak amplitude
at about 20 m/s near 20–30 hPa (see Naujokat, 1986;
Swinbank and O’Neill, 1994). Holton and Lindzen
(1972) have explained the S-QBO by processes of
momentum deposition due to selective absorption by
the stratosphere of tropospheric eastward-propagating
Kelvin waves (which gives a westerly acceleration) and
westward-propagating Rossby-gravity waves (which
give an easterly acceleration). The waves are absorbed
in regions of increasing westerlies and easterlies, respec-
tively, causing the wind regimes to descend with time.
However, although the theory can explain the time
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evolution and the vertical structure of the S-QBO, until
now no 3D model has been able to reproduce correctly
all their characteristics (see Takahashi, 1996; Geller
et al., 1998).
On the other hand, the tropospheric quasi-biennial
oscillation (T-QBO) has been clearly seen in tropical
meteorological radiosonde data since the early 1950s,
and there is indirect evidence that it has been present in
varying degrees since at least the 1880s (see Landsberg,
1962). For example, biennial variability in the SO was
first noted by Berlage (1955, 1957). Since then the
T-QBO has been indicated in many climatic indices
(see Trenberth, 1980). It is now established that it is a
remarkably persistent phenomenon; it is a linear climate
signal in the tropics, strongly linked with ENSO as well
as the annual cycle (Lau and Sheu, 1988; Barnett, 1991),
that seems not to need an external forcing or association
with the stratospheric variability to be generated
(Goswani, 1995). Furthermore, the study of Xu and
Storch (1990) showed that the quasi-biennial cycle is the
dominant mode of the SO, and a prediction scheme
based on this cycle is skillful in describing and forecast-
ing the SO variability.
Due to the importance of ENSO phenomena, and to
the pair of tropospheric and stratospheric quasi-bien-
nial oscillations, a linear link between the S-QBO and
the SO processes has been intensely investigated.
However, although some studies (Gutzler and Harri-
son, 1987; Yasunari, 1989; Barnston et al., 1991; Gray
et al., 1992; Angell, 1992; Sasi, 1994; Baldwin and
Sullivan, 1995) suggest that a possible but yet uncertain
relationship may exist between the S-QBO and ENSO,
the evidence that is available is far from convincing.
Other studies (e.g. Trenberth, 1980; Quiroz, 1983;
Barnett, 1989, 1991; Xu, 1992) have been negative or
inconclusive on a linear relationship. Moreover, while
the S-QBO has no clear zonal structure, the T-QBO
presents a zonal structure with eastward phase propa-
gation (Trenberth, 1975; Ropelewski et al., 1992).
Furthermore, it is not clear whether there is only one
or multiple QBO signals in the troposphere (Trenberth,
1980; Rasmusson et al., 1990).
In addition, while the QBO appears to be a
fundamental mode of the stratospheric variability, the
SO occurs on more than one interannual time scale,
that, moreover, may be modulated interdecadally
(Wang and Wang, 1996), and contains also an
apparent decadal variability (Brassington, 1997; Zhang
et al., 1997). However, the dominant interannual
variability is associated with both quasi-biennial and
a quadrennial year periods, which, when added con-
structively contribute significantly in making an ENSO
event particularly strong (Yasunari, 1985; Barnett,
1991).
Investigating AAM in zonal belts for the period
1976–1991, Dickey et al. (1992) showed that the AAM
over the troposphere contained propagating poleward
modes at two particular periods of 2.3 and 4.2 years.
The constructive addition of these modes, similar to the
case of the SO (Yasunari, 1985; Barnett, 1991), produce
a strong El Nin˜o signal in AAM and LOD. This split
time scale for the AAM variability was analysed as well
by Black et al. (1996) for the longer period 1963–1989
using an alternate rawinsonde-based and operational
dataset.
Thus, interannual fluctuations in LOD appear to be
mainly of atmospheric origin and highly related to the
ENSO variability. However, a six-year oscillation (SYO)
in LOD, identified at least as long ago as Vondrak
(1977), and readdressed recently by Djurovic and
Paˆquet (1996), appears to be present in the LOD series,
though not mirrored in AAM series; in this case it was
considered likely to be connected to geomagnetic or
solar forcing.
Because a modern, increasingly accurate geodetic
data set span now about more than four decades, and
taking advantage of a relatively homogeneous atmo-
spheric data set based on the reanalyses from the US
National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National
Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR/NCEP; Kal-
nay et al., 1996) to calculate atmospheric angular
momentum for the last half-century (Salstein and
Rosen, 1997), we will use both sets between 1949 and
1998, to reexamine balances in the Earth-atmosphere
momentum budget at periods greater than a year.
Additionally, we extend the analysis by investigating
interannual variability in LOD over more than a
century. An additional goal is to investigate the overall
vertical and meridional variability related to the QBO
and TQO time scales, in order to describe the atmo-
spheric modes participating in LOD fluctuations. This
work will therefore extend, in both time and scope,
earlier works on the subject (Dickey et al., 1992; Black
et al., 1996). The study will focus on interannual time
scales and will not address longer or shorter angular
momentum fluctuations. For recent results studies
regarding seasonal time scales, information can be
found in Ho¨pfner (1998) and Marcus et al. (1998), and
for momentum fluctuations at even higher frequencies,
like the intraseasonal Madden-Julian oscillations, note
Weickmann et al. (1997). On decadal and longer time
scales, investigations by Greiner-Mai (1993), Jochmann
and Greiner-Mai (1996), Greiner-Mai and Jochmann
(1998) and Stephenson and Morrison (1995) are good
examples.
The outline is as follows. Following a brief descrip-
tion of the data and methodology applied, the third
section discusses interannual signals on six-year time
scales in LOD that are not mirrored in the AAM
variability. The fourth section describes common
interannual variability in LOD and AAM, with
subsections considering quasi-biennial variability and
the triennial-quadrennial time scales. The fifth section
extends and updates previous findings by Yasunari
(1985), Barnett (1991), Dickey et al. (1992), Black et al.
(1996) and recently by Dickey et al. (1999), regarding
the interaction between quasi-biennial and quadrennial
cycles in strong ENSO events. It also explains rela-
tionships between ENSO and LOD. The final sections
discusses, concludes and summarises the results found,
while it also addresses some further problems to be
tackled.
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2 Data and methodology
The Earth rotation data used here are composite sets
covering more than a century, derived from several
universal time series (UT1-UTC): the lunar occultation-
based series of Jordi et al. (1994) over 1850–1980,
the Paris astrolabe derived series (Guinot, personal
communication, 1996) over 1956–1962, and a combined
series derived from both astrometric and space geodetic
techniques since 1962 (IERS, 1998). The LOD series are
determined as the time derivative of the composite UT1-
UTC series, over each of these time spans: 1850–1980,
1956–1962 and 1962–1998. Note that the precision of
LOD data has improved dramatically in time, from
100 ms in 1850 to 0.02 ms for the most recent values.
From these data we constructed two sets. The first set,
LOD1, is sampled monthly from January 1949 to
December 1998. The second set, LOD2, is seasonally
sampled (four times a year), from spring 1850 to winter
1998.
Although a number of atmospheric angular momen-
tum sets from operational analyses of the major centres
is available (Bell and Nitsas, 1989; Salstein et al., 1993)
as well as special rawinsonde-based data sets (Black
et al., 1996; Abarca del Rio, 1997), these cover dierent
lengths and depths within the atmosphere. Here we take
advantage of the longer and homogeneous NCEP/
NCAR reanalyses that incorporate a wide variety of
observations, assimilated through a global atmospheric
model (Kalnay et al., 1996), and which spans the
atmosphere up to 10 hPa (approximately 33 km in
altitude) (see Salstein and Rosen, 1997). We will also use
estimates of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), given
on a monthly basis from January 1949 to December
1998, to understand the relationship between AAM and
the southern oscillation.
In as much as we are also concerned with the AAM
contribution through the depth of the atmosphere as on
zonal bands, we compute the relative AAM within each
layer for which zonal winds were available, as over
separate latitude bands. The manner by which these
relative AAM products have been obtained are
explained within Abarca del Rio (1997).
3 A six year oscillation in the length of day signal
The LOD1 time series, and the AAM series integrated
up to 10 hPa, (hereafter NCEP 10W ), extending from
January 1949 to December 1998, are displayed in
Fig. 1a. Both data sets then underwent a low pass
filtering with a cut-o at 1.5 years (22 months), using a
technique based on wavelets (Torrence and Compo,
1998) (Fig. 1b). To avoid wrap around eects, each time
series is padded with zeroes (see Torrence and Compo,
1998). Here, in addition, in order to further minimise
end eects, before any wavelets analysis, we extend the
time series by 1/4 their length on both their sides, using
an ARMA forecast technique (Box and Jenkins, 1976).
Figure 1b and the corresponding wavelet power
spectrum (see Gambis, 1992; Torrence and Compo,
1998) on Fig. 2a, shows that the LOD series are
dominated by powerful decadal and interdecadal modes,
which are believed to be due to mantle-core interactions
(Eubanks, 1993), as well as power at several interannual
time scales. Although the power at interannual time
scales is not always formally significant (see Torrence
and Compo, 1998), at times the presence of broad bands
increases confidence. The wavelet analysis presents a
broad band period ranging from 5 to 8 years from 1950
to 1970. We reconstructed all signals from 5.5 to 9.5
years (Fig. 3), using the wavelet-based, band pass
filtering technique developed by Torrence and Compo
(1998). The period ranges from about 6.5–7.7 years in
1949–1970 to 5.5–7 years in 1970–1990, and lower than
seven years after.
We also made a straightforward Fourier analysis of
the time series. We took a power spectrum (Rosen and
Salstein, 1983) of the monthly-values series for LOD,
AAM and their dierence (LOD-AAM) between 1949
and 1998 using a single periodogram, restricted to
signals longer than two years (Fig. 2b). Here we note the
emergence of the QBO peak, somewhat longer than two
years, a peak between three and four years, and a peak
somewhat longer than six years. Whereas the QBO and
the 3–4 year periods also have similar power in AAM,
we note the absence of power in AAM at the peak near 6
years. To examine the peak centered at six years, which
Fig. 1. a Unfiltered time series of LOD (solid red) and AAM (i.e.
NCEP 10W ) (dashed grey), b seasonally filtered time series of LOD (solid
red), AAM (i.e. NCEP 10W ) (solid grey) and the dierence LOD-AAM
(dashed). Units are in milliseconds (ms)
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is observed to be broadly powered between 5 and 8
years, we apply a band-pass filter to the three data sets
in Fig. 2b. Although the data over 6.5 years at both end
of the series must be removed due to requirements of
this band-pass filter, we note in general that the LOD
signal in this band is unmatched by AAM throughout
most of the period. However, this lower frequency signal
is particularly weak after 1985, suggesting further the
application of the spectral analysis to the period 1949–
1985 (Fig. 2d). The resulting spectra from this shortened
period provide even clearer evidence of the importance
of the 6–7 year peak in LOD, also completely unac-
companied by a comparable signal in AAM in that
band.
A dierent technique is used for determining the
veracity of the six-year oscillation (SYO). A singular
spectrum analysis (SSA; Vautard and Ghil, 1989;
Vautard et al., 1992; Dettinger et al., 1995a), with
embedding dimensions (window lengthM) ranging from
M = 60 months (5 years) to M = 192 months (16
years) (<1/3 the length of the series), was applied to the
seasonally filtered LOD1 series in Fig. 1. In all analyses,
at least two of the main components contain the 6–7
year period variability, explaining 3% to 4% of the total
interannual-decadal-interdecadal variability. We show
here the SSA analysis with an embedding dimension M
of 96 months (8 years). The first and second modes of
this analysis (not shown) are related to decadal and
interdecadal oscillations and explain 92.5% of the total
variance. The reconstructed oscillation from the sum of
the third and fourth modes, that explains 4% of the
total interannual-decadal-interdecadal times scales in
LOD (Fig. 1), is also present in Fig. 3.
The wavelet, Fourier, and SSA analyses, therefore,
all corroborate each other, and substantially establish
the presence of a 6 to 7 year oscillation in the LOD data.
Figure 1b (dashed line) also shows the dierence
between LOD1 and NCEP 10W signals over 1949–1998. The
amplitude diagram of the wavelet transform (see Abarca
del Rio and Cazenave, 1994) of this dierence (Fig. 4),
shows that, for the most part, all interannual variations
in LOD are explained by those in AAM, except for
Fig. 3. Six-seven-year oscillation, obtained from a singular spectrum
analysis (SSA) with an embedding dimension of 8 years (bold grey
line). From a wavelet-based filter, 5.5 to 9 years on LOD (bold dashed
line) and LOD-AAM dierence (solid line)
a
Fig. 2. a Wavelet power spectrum of the LOD time series. The
contour levels are chosen so that 75%, 50%, 25% and 5% of the
wavelet power is above each level, respectively. Black and red contours
are the 50% and 90% significance level, using the global wavelet
spectrum as the background. b Power spectral density, in units of
ms2/year, of LOD (solid bold line), AAM (light solid line), and the
dierence, LOD-AAM (dashed line), for the period 1949–1998, for
interannual periods longer than 2 years. c Band-passed (between 5
and 8 years) series for LOD (solid bold curves), AAM (light solid
curves) and the dierence LOD-AAM (dashed curve). d Same as b,
but restricted to data between 1949 and 1985
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those in the six to seven year period. The reconstructed
signal from after band pass filtering from 5 to 9.5 years,
applied to the dierence series (LOD-NCEP 10W ), also
presented in Fig. 3, reconfirms the Fourier band-pass
filter results in Fig. 2c that this signal is not excited by
the atmosphere.
After having established the reality of that period in
LOD over 1949–1998, it is possible using the LOD2 data
set series to investigate the SYO variability through the
century. Although the quality of the LOD signal has
increased considerably since the beginning of its mea-
surements, from 2 ms in 1850 to almost 0.02 ms at
present, the accuracy of its variability before 1956 is
small, especially before the 1920s (Jordi et al., 1994). In
Fig. 5 is shown the variability near the six year period
obtained by two dierent methods, i.e. wavelets band-
pass filtering (5.5 to 8 years) and the sum of third and
fourth reconstructed modes for an SSA with a window
of 8 years. Both methods do indicate the same phase
variability, but dier in their amplitude before 1940.
This figure shows therefore that the SYO signal is
present over most of the century, with an average
amplitude of 0.12 ms.
4 Related variability in LOD and AAM
In order to investigate the association between LOD and
AAM series at interannual times scales, both series were
band-pass filtered between 1.5 and 5 years, thereby
avoiding seasonal eects and the 6-year period in LOD.
End eects are attenuated by applying the same
technique as in the precedent section. The series are
shown in Fig. 6. Their Pearson product-moment corre-
lation (Press et al., 1992) is 0.896 at a 0 month lag, but
increases to 0.95, when data prior to 1958 are omitted.
The wavelet amplitude diagram (see Abarca del Rio and
Cazenave, 1994) of this band-passed LOD and AAM
data (Fig. 7a, b), suggests a separation into two bands:
a high frequency band (HF) from 1.5 to 2.9 years, and
a low-frequency band (LF) from 3 to 5 years. Therefore,
to study them naturally, we have filtered both AAM and
LOD series into these two spectral bands which we call
the quasi-biennial (QB) band and the triennial-quadren-
nial (TQ) bands, respectively. In what follows, both
bands are studied separately.
4.1 The quasi-biennial oscillation (qbo)
4.1.1 Correlations. The QBO in LOD and NCEP 10W are
compared over 1949 to 1998 in Fig. 8. Both signals
agree particularly well; the contemporary correlation is
0.89 (see Table 1). However, when data prior to 1956 is
omitted, the correlation increases to 0.94. With the
purpose of investigating dierent properties of the
quasi-biennial oscillations within the atmosphere (Tren-
berth, 1980), we computed AAM separately over the
troposphere and stratosphere. The AAM computed up
to 100 hPa, hereafter TAAM , represents the main
variability over the troposphere, while the main vari-
ability over the stratosphere (hereafter SAAM) is given
by the dierence between the NCEP 10W and the TAAM
series. Then the series underwent band pass filtering
between 1.5 to 2.9 years to extract the quasi-biennial
variability. The QBO in TAAM and SAAM series; T-QBO
and S-QBO respectively, compared in Fig. 9, disagrees
in amplitude and contains a variable phase shift. It can
Fig. 4. Amplitude diagram of the wavelet transform of LOD-NCEP 10W
time series. Contour intervals at 0.025 ms intervals
Fig. 5. Six to seven-year oscillation time series over the century, from
a singular spectrum analysis (SSA) with an embedding dimension of
8 years (solid ) and from a wavelet based filter, 5.5 to 8 years on LOD
(dashed )
Fig. 6. Interannual variations (between 1.5 and 5 years) of the LOD
(solid) and AAM (i.e. NCEP 10W ) (dashed) time series
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be noted that the amplitude variability of the QBO in
the NCEP 10W signal and hence in LOD (Fig. 8), is highly
dependent on this phase shift; it reaches maxima when
the tropospheric (T-QBO) and stratospheric (S-QBO)
signals are in phase agreement, and minima when they
are in phase opposition. The additive feature happens
three times during the last 50 years, i.e. 1950–57, 1982–
1983 and 1995–1998. Note that over the last 30 years
(1970–1998), this feature took place with periods
roughly at 13 year intervals, during large ENSO events.
Out of phase (subtractive) relationships took place
during years 1960-to-1980, which led to lower amplitude
at these time scales in AAM and LOD (in Fig. 7a, b).
To discern particularities in the S-QBO and the
T-QBO signals, we extract their amplitude variability
(see Torrence and Combo, 1998) (Fig. 10a), which
appears to be unrelated. On average, the amplitude of
the S-QBO, is almost twice as large as that of the
T-QBO, with the exception of particular years,
i.e. 1975–76, 1982–83, 1989–90 and 1997–98. In addition
the S-QBO presents a pronounced decadal variability,
whereas in the T-QBO the dominant modulation is at
higher frequencies (5 to 10 years). It is possible,
however, that a lower frequency, such as a decadal time
scale, participates at the modulation of T-QBO, but
does not appear as a dominant oscillation.
A power spectrum analysis applied to both series
(not shown), further confirms dierences between QB
signals in the stratosphere and troposphere. It reveals
that S-QBO contains a strong peak at 2.37 years,
whereas that on T-QBO presents bimodal periodicities
of roughly 2.1 years and 1.8 years. However, because
neither series present equal, or constant periodicities, we
also add the extracted periodicities (Fig. 10b) of the
dominant amplitude oscillation in both diagrams. This
a
b
Fig. 7a, b. Amplitude diagram of the wavelet transform of a LOD,
b AAM (i.e. NCEP 10W ). Contours at 0.01 ms intervals
Fig. 8. Interannual variations at the quasi-biennial band (between 1.5
and 2.9 years) of the LOD (solid) and AAM (i.e. NCEP 10W ) (dashed)
time series
Table 1. Estimate of correla-
tion coecients. First column
within each band-pass band (in
years) gives information on the
best correlation found, while
the second gives the lag (in
months) obtained for that
correlation; positive for the first
series leading, negative for
being lead
Data//band 1.5–7.5 1.5–5 years 1.5–2.9 years 3–5 years
LOD and NCEP 10W 0.704 0 0.896 0 0.893 0 0.892 0
LOD and TAAM 0.605 )0.5 0.728 )0.5 0.64 )0.5 0.876 0
LOD and SAAM 0.677 0 0.74 0 )0.64 +10
SAAM and TAAM 0.36 +26
MSOI and LOD 0.55 +1 0.643 +1 0.582 +2 0.82 )1.5
MSOI and NCEP 10W 0.638 +1 0.65 +1 0.555 +2 0.859 )1.5
MSOI and TAAM 0.742 +0.5 0.789 +1 0.761 +0.5 0.848 )1.5
MSOI and SAAM 0.34 +460 0.406 +124 0.591 +123 )0.657 +20
Fig. 9. Interannual variations at the quasi-biennial band (between 1.5
and 2.9 years) of the SAAM (solid) and TAAM (dashed) time series
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figure confirms that although sometimes in phase, quasi-
biennial periodicities in TAAM and SAAM series are
neither constant nor equal and vary independently.
Here, the T-QBO contains the largest variance. It
appears to be modulated by a period of roughly 14–15
years, with maxima of 2.5 years and minimum of 1.5
years. In addition, it also suggests that the variability in
the T-QBO is more complex than that of the S-QBO.
On average, compared to that of the T-QBO, the period
of the S-QBO is more regular. Before 1972, the period of
the S-QBO is as long as 2.85 years, centred in 1967, and
as little as 2.1 years, in 1959, but it increases almost
regularly from 1972 to 1992 (2.25 to 2.45 years respec-
tively). After 1992, the period of the S-QBO tend to
decrease, at a rate of 0.09 year/year comparable to years
1967–1972 (0.16 year/year). These deviations from the
regular oscillations in the stratospheric QBO coincide
with the Naujokat (1986), Xu (1992) and Fraedrich
et al. (1993) findings. According with these investiga-
tions, the lower values of the periods in 1959 and 1972,
are explained respectively by short westerly and easterly
regimes, whereas the higher values during 1989–1992
correspond to relatively long westerly regimes. In
particular the strong peak in 1967–68 corresponds to
both longer than usual westerly and easterly regimes.
For comparative purposes we also extracted the
amplitude variability of LOD and AAM, shown in
Fig. 10a. This figure shows that the amplitude in AAM
does not always equal that in LOD. Until 1962 the main
reason may be found to originate within the quality of
the LOD and AAM data, while after 1962 it may be due
to the following: firstly the atmospheric assimilation
model only extends to 10 mb, and although accounting
for 99% of the total atmospheric mass, the upper
stratosphere may play a role. Secondly, other sources of
excitation, such as oceanic variability may have an
eect. This figure also demonstrated that the amplitude
variability of the QB signal in AAM, does not always
equal the sum of the amplitude of both S-QBO and
T-QBO, because of phase variability. Thus, although
AAM presents larger variance at epochs when both
S-QBO and T-QBO coincide in their larger amplitude
variability, other significant variances are shown when
neither S-QBO or T-QBO is important. This result
further indicates that both series shift over time with
respect to one another. The dierence in frequency
between the troposphere and the stratosphere represents
a varying beat frequency, during which the overall
strength of the QBO oscillates over the whole atmo-
sphere, and hence, also in LOD. Thus, each of the quasi-
biennial oscillations within the atmosphere (stratospheric
and tropospheric), although containing periods similar
for each other, may be unrelated by their nature. This is
also suggested by the weak correlation and the corre-
sponding lag between both signals (0.36 and 22 months
respectively). Note however, that this correlation value,
is according with Oort and Yienger (1996), above the
95% confidence limit for this band (0.33).
It is remarkable that the Southern Oscillation (SO),
also contains power around the quasi-biennial period
(see Trenberth, 1980; Xu and Storch, 1990), likely
related to that in the troposphere. Thus, when we
compare the T-QBO and the inverted SOI (MSOI),
band-pass filtered to retain periods between 1.5 to 2.9
years (hereafter QB-MSOI), we note a remarkable
agreement (Fig. 11). Their best correlation (0.76) is
obtained while the QB-MSOI series leads T-QBO by
Fig. 10. a Amplitude variability of the quasi-biennial signal in the
LOD (bold solid line), AAM (i.e. NCEP 10W ) (dashed line), S-QBO (solid
line), T-QBO (dashed bold line) time series. b Period variability of the
quasi-biennial signal in the S-QBO (solid), T-QBO (dashed) time series
Fig. 11. Interannual variations at the quasi-biennial band (1.5 to 2.9
years) in AAM (solid line), MSOI (dashed) time series. The AAM time
series is given in milliseconds, while the inverted SOI (MSOI)
time series is given in millibars/10
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0.5–1 month. Therefore that oscillation in the tropo-
sphere is connected with the SO variability.
On the other hand, the best correlation found between
the S-QBO in the stratosphere and QB-MSOI, investi-
gated within a window of four years, is less than 0.3,
confirming previous findings regarding relationships
between stratospheric and tropospheric processes. How-
ever extending the correlation-lag to a window of 20 years
yields a correlation of 0.59, but with the QB-MSOI
leading the S-QBO by ten years (123 months). Due to the
implied lag, it is highly possible that such a correlation
has no physical meaning. As a result the correlation
found between the QB-MSOI and QBO in LOD or
NCEP 10W is less than this found between theQB-MSOI and
T-QBO (see Table 1), confirming the negative influence
of the S-QBO on relations between the SO and LOD.
4.1.2 Vertical analysis. To diagnose the regional origin
of these results, we calculated the relative AAM within
each vertical layer for which zonal winds were available
(Rosen and Salstein, 1983). In so doing, we computed
the global AAM up to each of the layers from 1000 hPa
to 10 hPa, and constructed the dierence between
consecutive layers. Care was taken to verify that the
sum of the relative AAM through the depth of the
atmosphere equals the value of the global AAM (i.e.
NCEP 10W ).
To emphasise the quasi-biennial scale variability, we
concentrate on the band between 1.5 and 2.9 years
(Fig. 16a). The variability of the stratospheric and
tropospheric QB signal appear to have quite dierent
characteristics in this figure. Over most of the time span
analysed, waves propagate upward from the surface to
upper troposphere (16 km), and downward from the
upper to the lower stratosphere. The correlation
between the lower and upper tropospheric layers at the
quasi-biennial period is 0.63 at a three month lag,
indicating an average propagation speed of three
months from the surface layers to the upper tropo-
sphere. On the other hand an even stronger lag
correlation, of 0.82, exists between the upper and lower
layers of the stratosphere with a wave propagation speed
of seven months. According to an multichannel singular
spectrum analysis (MSSA; Dettinger et al., 1995b) of
these data, with embedding dimensions varying between
36 to 60 months (3 to 5 years), the first and second
modes (not shown), contain a downward propagation
that explains a considerable percentage (59%) of the
total variance in AAM, with more than 99% of this
variance located at stratospheric heights. On the other
hand, the third and fourth modes (not shown) contain
an upward propagation and explains up to 20% of the
total variance, with 88% of this variance located at
tropospheric heights. The sum of these modes represent
the entire field, with downward propagation in the
stratosphere and upward propagation in the tropo-
sphere. However, even by varying the embedding
dimensions to critical values (8 to 150 months), it was
not possible to find any single mode that describes the
whole tropospheric–stratospheric structure. This clari-
fies the dierence between the two waves in AAM. Here
it should be mentioned that downward propagation of
zonal wind anomalies throughout the depth of the
stratosphere, has been noted since 1959, by McCreary
(see Wallace, 1973), whereas the upward propagation in
the troposphere, to our best knowledge, was first shown
by Yasunari (1989). Note however, that episodically
downward anomalies extend from the upper to the
lower stratosphere during 1953–54, 1960–62, 1977–79,
and to a lesser extent 1991–93.
Our study contrasts with that of Yasunari (1989),
in that the downward propagation of the westerly
(easterly) anomalies in the stratosphere do not simulta-
neously occur with the upward propagation of westerly
(easterly) anomalies at the tropopause through the
upper troposphere. Furthermore, the varying beat
frequency between quasi-biennial stratospheric and trop-
ospheric processes (Fig. 16a) is clearly suggested during
years 1961–1969, 1973–1976, 1984–1994. However,
both waves are in phase during 1949–1960, 1969–1972,
1979–1982, and from 1995–1998. Note, too, that since
1960 the phase coincidence occurs only episodically,
and for no more than three years, pointing out that the
lengthy period 1949–1960 of phase agreement appears
quite anomalous.
In the stratosphere, the stronger variability is located
about 23–25 km (30–20 hPa), over years 1962–63, 1969–
71, 1982–83 and 1996–97, consistent with the amplitude
variability of the S-QBO signal in Fig. 10a. Over the
troposphere, according with the earlier study of inter-
annual variability in AAM of Kang and Lau (1994),
the maximum variability in AAM is found in the upper
part of the troposphere, 10–16 km over years 1951–53,
1964–65, 1973–1976, 1981–1984 and 1988–1991. How-
ever, note, too, that over 1982–1985 and 1996–1998, the
contribution of the lower part of the troposphere
(<10 km) is also significant. Thus, over years 1982–84
the variance was important all along the tropospheric
and stratospheric heights.
4.1.3 Zonal analysis. Since the atmosphere does not
rotate as a rigid body, the angular velocity at dierent
latitudes varies independently, as it does at dierent
depths. To gain some idea of how each latitude within
the atmosphere contributes to the total angular mo-
mentum variability of the troposphere and stratosphere,
we calculated at every 2.5° from )90°S to 90°N and for
every month since January 1949 to December 1998, the
relative AAM up to 100 hPa and between 100 and
10 hPa (see Eq. 1). These fields then undergo a band-
pass filtering at the quasi-biennial band (1.5-to-2.9
years).
The tropospheric quasi-biennial variability (Fig. 17a)
displays its well known poleward propagation of zonal
waves (Trenberth, 1980; Dickey et al., 1992, 1999; Black
et al., 1996). The variability of the poleward waves varies
with time, agreeing with the amplitude variability of the
T-QBO signal in Fig. 9. Consistent with analyses by
Black et al. (1996), some evidence of equatorward
propagation, though, is also noticeable over theNorthern
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Hemisphere, to roughly as far south as 50°N. The
dierence between the zonal evolution of the strato-
spheric (Fig. 17b) and tropospheric (Fig. 17a) waves is
evident; most of stratospheric quasi-biennial variability is
confined close to the equator, from 30°S to 30°N, and
does not exhibit propagation. In addition, it appears that
the equatorial tropospheric and stratospheric variabili-
ties are unrelated in their phase as in their amplitude
variability. However, this point will need further analysis.
It should be pointed out that before 1955, in Fig. 17a,
consistent with the stratospheric part in Fig. 17b and
Fig. 11, the oscillations contain less variability. This is
probably associated with the lack of quality, quantity,
and geographical distribution of the zonal wind values
assimilated in the NCEP/NCAR scheme over the years
1949 to 1955. Therefore the phase and amplitude
variability of the S-QBO signal over part of the first
decade (roughly up to 1956) of the reanalysis years must
be regarded with caution.
On the other hand, Figs. 16a, 17a, b, further suggest
that stratospheric and tropospheric variability dier in
both their vertical and zonal variability. In addition to
the dierences seen in both of the amplitude and period
variability of the QBO in TAAM and SAAM , these results
establish firmly that QBO in tropical latitudes dominat-
ing AAM variability at these time scales, are linearly
unrelated.
4.2 The triennial-quadrennial oscillation (tqo)
4.2.1 Correlations. As shown by the wavelet analysis of
interannual times scales variability in LOD (Fig. 7a) and
NCEP 10W (Fig. 7b), both series contain common oscilla-
tions at 3-to-4 year time scales. When the series are
filtered in a lower frequency band, between 3 and 5
years, the LOD and NCEP 10W signal (Fig. 12) are very
much in phase, with a contemporary correlation of 0.89.
Comparison of NCEP 10W and NCEP
100
W signals (not
shown), indicates that the stratosphere contributes little
to LOD at these time scales, less than 5% of the
explained variability. We note as well, that the central
period of this process varies with time. A wavelet
analysis (Fig. 7a) shows that LOD periodicities are
lower before 1980 than after. This feature is even more
evident in the NCEP 10W ’s wavelet analysis (Fig. 7b).
However, between years 1950 to 1965, LOD has
fluctuations which are not mirrored in the AAM data.
This may give further evidence that the data assimilated
in the NCAR/NCEP reanalyses may be of lower quality
during these years. However, it is the case that the LOD
data are of significantly lower precision before 1962
(Gross, 1992). Both wavelet diagrams shows also that
the years 1980–1990, contain a particularly strong
amplitude variability. This result is coincident with the
influence of the strong 1982–83 El Nin˜o and other such
events. Since 1990, the amplitude of the triennial-
quadrennial signal decreases in AAM, and nearly
disappears in LOD. However, the filtering process might
be responsible for some of the reduction in power.
ENSO events, as other tropospheric parameters, have
been shown to contain fluctuations at quadrennial times
scales (see Torrence and Combo, 1998; Moron et al.,
1998). Those of MSOI correlate quite well with AAM
and LOD (0.85 and 0.82 respectively), however with
MSOI being led by 1.5 months (Fig. 13). The amplitude
variability in AAM and LOD appears to be modulated
by a lower frequency period of approximately 10–15
years (Fig. 12), coherent with analyses in dierent
tropospheric climatic indices by Torrence and Compo
(1998). A comparative analysis of LOD with MSOI
back to 1880 (not shown), shows that both TQO signals
are in phase agreement as early as around 1920, while
disagreeing before. In addition, both signals do not
present the same amplitude variability prior to 1920 as
well, in line with earlier results of Salstein and Rosen
(1986).
4.2.2 Vertical analysis. To gain further insight on which
portions of the atmosphere lead to these results, the
relative contribution to AAM (Rosen and Salstein,
1983), are here estimated for the TQ band, between
3-to-5 years (Fig. 16b). As for the quasi-biennial signal,
the evolution through the depth of the atmosphere can be
separated into downward stratospheric and upward
tropospheric waves. The correlation between the lower
Fig. 12. Interannual variations at the triennial-quadrennial band (3 to
5 years) of LOD (solid) AAM (bold dashed) time series
Fig. 13. Interannual variations at the triennial-quadrennial band (3 to
5 years) of AAM (i.e. TAAM) (bold ) andMSOI/10 (dashed) time series
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(1000-to-925 hPa) and upper tropospheric layers (150-
to-100 hPa) is 0.78, with the lower layers leading by three
months, indicating an average propagation speed of
three months from the surface layers to the upper
troposphere. Over the stratosphere, the correlation
between the upper and lower layers is 0.56, with an
average wave propagation speed of five months. This
correlation value, is according with Oort and Yienger
(1996), above the 95% confidence limit for this band
(0.5).
Compared to the QB time scales, the variability in the
TQ band is inverted, with the greater amplitude
variability found over the troposphere, and little over
the stratosphere. Tropospheric variability can be divided
into three periods of important activity; 1949–1960,
1965–1974 and 1980–1990, with each period lasting
about ten years, with the strongest being 1980–1990.
In addition, the years 1997–98 seem to correspond to the
commencement of a new period of activity. Over the
50 years, the vertical location of the maxima varies with
time. During 1949–1960 and 1965–1974 the most
important variability is located over the upper tropo-
sphere (10 to 16 km), consistent with results by Kang
and Lau (1994). However, during 1980–1990, maxima
are found in both the upper and lower part of the
troposphere, with the most important variability in
1983–1985, in the lower troposphere (8 km). This
feature seems to be repeating again in years 1997–98.
Intervals of quiet activity are also present; 1960–1965,
1974–1979 and 1990–1996. During these quiet intervals,
in particular during 1974–1977 and 1990–1994, down-
ward propagating waves from the upper stratosphere
down to the lower troposphere are suggested.
4.2.3 Zonal analysis. We investigate as well the meri-
dional variability of the 3-to-5 year filtered TQ band,
highlighted in Fig. 17c. Here the well-known poleward
propagation of quadrennial-waves (Dickey et al., 1992;
Black et al., 1996) is evident, but a lack of variability
exists before 1958. Moreover, we note the presence of
equatorward waves originating within polar latitudes,
especially in the Southern Hemisphere over 1990–1995.
This feature can also be seen over years 1960–1985,
where westerly and easterly equatorward tongues extend
up to 40–50°S. Here it should be noted that during the
quiet periods, 1960–1965, 1975–1980 and from 1990–
1995, the equatorward mode extends to the tropical
latitudes, where both equatorward and poleward signals
may interact. We note too, that before 1960 the
equatorward variability is less prominent.
The explained variance of the equatorward and
poleward waves is not equivalent. The latter appears
to dominate almost the whole 50 years. To investigate
this point, the MSSA (Dettinger et al., 1995b) technique
was applied to the band-pass filtered field in Fig. 17c.
The robustness of the results has been validated here by
the fact that this technique was applied with embedding
dimensions (window lengths) varying from 8 to 120
months (less than one fourth the length of the data). All
the results are self-consistent, with dominant poleward
modes accompanied by the presence of equatorward
modes, and are also reconfirmed by a simple extended
empirical orthogonal function (EEOF). From a MSSA
with an embedding dimension of 60 months (five years)
the first four modes explain 74% of the total variance.
The first two reconstructed components (summed up in
Fig. 17d), contain the polarward waves that explain
56% of the total variance. The third and fourth
reconstructed components (summed up in Fig. 17e),
contain the equatorward waves that explain 18% of the
total variance. The poleward waves of the field in
Fig. 17c, are well reproduced by the sum of the first two
modes (Fig. 17d). Both figures (Fig. 17c, d) suggest that
the poleward waves, present a decadal modulation of
about 13–15 years, over years 1960–1998. But the lack of
variability before 1960, prevent us for drawing any
conclusion over the entire time span analysed (1949–
1998). The equatorward mode (Fig. 17e), as derived
from the MSSA, contains three epochs of intense
activity; 1955–1965, 1975–1981, 1990–1998, with the
most important variance seen over the years 1979–1981.
Since the data before year 1960, suers from a lack of
quality, it is dicult to determine precisely the ampli-
tude modulation of these equatorward waves. These
waves take typically on average 3 to 4 years to
propagate from the southern polar latitudes (70–80°S)
to the tropics, whereas in the Northern Hemisphere the
propagation starts at 50°N. As for the poleward waves,
variability in the Northern Hemisphere, north of 50°N
is dierent.
The origin of the equatorward waves is dicult to
assess without a more complete analysis. However, let us
note that equatorward modes have also been shown in
the case of the much more rapid subseasonal Madden-
Julian oscillations in AAM by Dickey et al. (1991). The
origin of both could be related to mobile polar highs
(MPH) (Leroux, 1993), which may originate in the
downward air motion in the polar latitudes, before
moving equatorward. However, since the tropical pole-
ward waves are the dominant variety, this implies that
the MPH are only a minor component of the total
variability in the global climate system, and not a key
factor in climate as proposed by Leroux (1993).
In Fig. 14 the TQO in the troposphere, i.e. in the
NCEP 100W signal, the global AAM in the troposphere, due
to the poleward waves (hereafter PW), and the global
AAM in the troposphere due to the equatorward waves
(EW) are presented together. The tropospheric TQO
signal in Fig. 14 is correlated at a 0.97 level with the sum
of both the PW and EW waves contribution (see
Table 2). However, the correlation with the poleward
signal alone reaches only 0.87. Therefore, both modes
are needed for explaining the TQO variability in the
NCEP 100W signal. For example, even though the PW
signal explains 65% of the variance, the EW signal,
explaining on average 16% of the TQ variance, has a
significant contribution over 1982–83 and 1997–98.
Thus, during 1982–83, the contribution of the EW is
50% that of the PW signal. Instead, over 1997–98 the
EW signal explains most of the TQ signal. We note as
well that during these two epochs (1982–83 and 1997–
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98), the variability of the EW contribution to the global
AAM is equivalent. Therefore, the lack of variability
at the TQ band during 1997–98 may be due to the lack
of variability in the PW waves. However at present,
it appears doubtful to assign any confidence level on the
equatorward or poleward contribution for the last two
years.
Since ENSO is an equatorial phenomena, the pole-
ward waves may be related to the SO as proposed by
Dickey et al. (1992) and Black et al. (1996). The
correlation of the TQ in MSOI (TQ-MSOI) with the
PW signal is 0.84 at a 2.5 month lag (PW leading) (see
Table 2). Instead, the correlation found between the
TQ-MSOI and the EW signal is considerably less: within
a window of three years, the correlation does not attain
0.3. We note that AAM and MSOI peak at dierent
epochs (Fig. 13); the most important amplitude takes
place during 1986–87 in MSOI and during 1982–83 in
AAM. We note as well, in comparing Figs. 13 and 14,
that the amplitude of the 1972–73 and 1982–83 peaks
are comparable in the TQ-MSOI and PW signals, but
are larger for 1982–83 in the TQ signal in NCEP 100W .
Also, as already noted, the most important amplitude in
the MSOI signal is found in 1986–87, agreeing with the
PW signal. Therefore, the larger amplitude variability of
the 1982–83 peak in NCEP 100W signal happens to be
related to the sum of both poleward and equatorward
contributions.
The same MSSA technique, applied at the vertical
contribution (Fig. 16b) did not succeed in separating the
poleward and equatorward components. This result is
probably due to the fact that both poleward and
equatorward modes may generate upward propagating
waves through the atmosphere. However, although the
EW signal explains on average less than 20% of the total
signal, which even though it is small, is suggestive of
some importance. A more complete analysis devoted
solely to the equatorward waves, is currently in prep-
aration and will be reported elsewhere.
5 Interaction between cycles and ENSO events
5.1 Additive processes within the atmosphere
Dickey et al. (1992), following Barnett (1991) and
Yasunari (1985), give evidence of interactions between
a quadrennial cycle and the quasi-biennial cycle in the
tropics which is related to the presence of strong El Nin˜o
events. The correlation between the interannual signal
(1.5-to-5 years) in TAAM and MSOI is about 0.79, at a
one month lag with MSOI leading (see Table 1). The
correlation between MSOI and TAAM in their QB and
TQ bands is 0.76 and 0.86, respectively, being lead and
lagged by MSOI, respectively (see Table 1). Therefore,
as shown, the strong correlation at interannual time
scales between MSOI and TAAM , is explained by the
influence of ENSO on triennial-quadrennial and quasi-
biennial cycles in the troposphere. The alignment of
their maxima is typically related to periods of strong
ENSO activity (Dickey et al., 1992). We have now
analysed these questions with the 50-year long reanalysis
set.
The maxima of the QB and TQ series over the
troposphere, as their phase concordance is shown in the
filtered series (Fig. 15). Thirteen large-scale ENSO
events, including the 1997–98 event, occur (see Quinn,
1992), over the last 50 years. They are indicated on
Fig. 15 by a letter relating to their strength. Although
the phase concordance happens six times (1951–52,
1957–58, 1965–66, 1972–73, 1982–83, 1997–98), all
during ENSO episodes, the strongest (1972–73, 1982–
83 and 1997–98) are characterised by QB and TQ
oscillations showing amplitudes higher than 0.05 ms.
This result illustrates the relationship between strong
ENSO events and the amplitude variability of these
oscillations. Most of the reported weak or moderate
ENSO occurrences are characterised by weak QB or TQ
oscillations (1953–54, 1974–75, 1975–76), both weak
(1963–64), or phase opposition (1968–69). During the
weak 1979–1980 and moderate 1986–87 event, both
oscillations are phase lagged, whereas the 1990–95 long
ENSO (Trenberth and Hoar, 1996) took place while the
amplitude of the quadrennial period is very low. As a
confirmation the 1997–98 event also shows a phase
agreement between the QBO and the TQO. Note that
the amplitude of the QB cycle during 1982–83 and 1997–
98 events are comparable (0.12 and 0.1 ms respectively).
However, the amplitude of the TQO during the 1982–83
event is 50% higher than that of the 1997–98 event (0.12
and 0.05 ms respectively), explaining in large part, the
lack of amplitude of this last very strong event when
compared to the former. This fact agrees with the Xu
and Storch (1992) study on the basic importance of the
QB variability in ENSO events. Thus, ENSO (warm)
Fig. 14. Interannual variations at the triennial-quadrennial band (3 to
5 years) of AAM (i.e. TAAM) (bold), polarward mode (solid),
equatorward mode (dashed)
Table 2. As for Table 1. Here for the TQO band only
Data//band 3–5
MSOI and (PW+EW) 0.855 )2
MSOI and PW 0.839 )2.5
MSOI and EW 0.571 +90
TAAM and (PW+EW) 0.97 0
TAAM and PW 0.87 0
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episodes in AAM, tend to coincide with the major peaks
in the biennially filtered times series, but all biennial
peaks do not correspond to warm episodes (e.g. years
1960, 1981 and 1985). Over these 50 years, phase
concordance and strong amplitude of both the quasi-
biennial and triennial-quadrennial oscillations appears
to be a necessary condition of a strong ENSO event in
AAM.
The relative AAM variability over the atmospheric
layers for all interannual times scales (1.5 to 5 years),
shown in Fig. 16c, can further highlight additive pro-
cesses in the atmosphere. This figure is better under-
stood as the sum of the fields represented in Fig. 16a and
Fig. 16b. As already noted, both QBO (tropospheric
and stratospheric) signals coincide over 1982–83 with
the result of making the 1982–83 peak important in
NCEP 10W , mirroring the result in the LOD series (Fig. 8).
In addition to this point, the additive processes occur-
ring within the troposphere, between the TQO and
QBO, as phase coincidence of both phenomena with
the S-QBO is clearly evident in Fig. 16c. Although the
relationship between the SO and AAM over the
troposphere explains all ENSO events in the total
AAM, this figure clearly shows that years 1958–59,
1971–73, 1982–83 and 1997–98 present phase variability
through the whole atmosphere, including the strato-
sphere. When these additive processes occur, they
conclude in making the AAM signal particularly strong,
therefore increasing the ENSO event signal in AAM.
5.2 Additive processes in LOD
Although AAM represent the main part of the interan-
nual variability in LOD, interaction with the SYO can
give a further clue to El Nin˜o years in LOD. Note that
since the SYO is not related to the atmosphere, it is not
aected by El Nin˜o. Thus, the correlation between LOD
and AAM, band pass filtered at 1.5-to-5 years, is 0.89,
while it is only 0.72 when both signals are band pass
filtered at 1.5-to-7.5 years. Note too, that during the
1982–83 ENSO event, the six year period in LOD,
happens to be in phase with all atmospheric modes
(S-QBO, T-QBO and TQO). It increases the El Nin˜o
signal in LOD artificially. Such an exact phase concur-
rence of the SYO with all atmospheric modes has not
been repeated during these 50 years. However, during
1958–59 and 1972–73, the maximum of the six year
period is slightly lagged with respect to the TQ or QB
oscillations. This increases again the amplitude of LOD
towards AAM, enhancing artificially the El Nin˜o signal
in LOD.
We note however, that the coincidence in phase
between some positive peaks in the SYO and some
ENSO events, which enhances the visual relation
between El Nin˜o events and the interannual variability
in LOD, does not enhance the true correlation between
both signals. Thus, for the 1.5–7.5 years pass band
filtered series, while the correlation between AAM and
MSOI is 0.63, that of LOD with MSOI is only 0.55,
and both have MSOI leading by a month (see Table 1).
This reduction provides further evidence that the SYO
in LOD is not mirrored in the SO. We note also that the
correlation between the MSOI and the TAAM series is
higher (0.74) than with the entire AAM, i.e. NCEP 10W
(MSOI and NCEP 10W in Table 1). Therefore the influence
of the stratospheric QBO and SYO in LOD results in
decreasing the correlation with MSOI.
6 Discussion and conclusion
On the basis of the complete analysis of the various
signals in atmospheric angular momentum and length of
day variability over 1949 to 1998, the following
conclusions have been reached.
1. LOD variability, investigated at interannual time
scales, from 1949 to 1998, can be partitioned into three
spectral lines: a quasi-biennial, a triennial-quadrennial
and one at six-seven years, but the AAM only contain
power in the first two.
2. Variability in LOD near the six year period, noted
before for earlier eras (Vondrak, 1977; Djurovic and
Paˆquet, 1996), were reconfirmed here. Signals over these
lengthier periods are not present in the AAM series and
must therefore have a source other than the atmosphere.
Notably, too, signals in polar motion, the other Earth
motion about the equatorial plane, were also detected at
that period (Abarca del Rio and Cazenave, 1994) over
1962–1992, and shown also to be unrelated to the
atmosphere over 1980–1992. This result therefore con-
firms that this period of Earth rotation variability (LOD
Fig. 15. Interannual variations in AAM
(i.e. TAAM): interannual, 1.5 to 5 years bold
line; quasi-biennial band, 1.5 to 2.9 years
dashed line; triennial-quadrennial band
(3 to 5 years) dashed line plus signs
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and polar motion) must arise from non-atmospheric
processes. Indeed, analysis with a longer LOD data set
indicates that a peak at these periods was present over
much of the century; it is significant particularly since
1925, when the historic data (Jordi et al., 1994) have
lower error characteristics and better resolution. Its
variability, with an average amplitude of 0.12 ms,
strongly suggest that interactions in this band are
related to exchange of momentum at the mantle-core
boundary. Therefore, as proposed by Buett (1996), the
mantle and the core may be exchanging momentum at
these longer interannual time scales. Other reservoirs,
such as oceanic circulation, may participate in the
excitation of this oscillation, and their contribution will
have to be carefully estimated before a definitive
conclusion may be reached. However, based on the
low contribution of the oceanic reservoir on seasonal
time scales in LOD, less than 5% (Marcus et al., 1998),
and as suggested for other interannual time scales
(Abarca del Rio et al., 1999), its contribution at these
longer interannual scales may be also negligible.
3. In the triennial-quadrennial band, LOD and AAM
are closely correlated. They fluctuate between the more
rapid part of this range (lower than four years), during
the earlier part of the record (1949–75), to a longer
oscillation period (higher than four years) in the later
part (after 1980). This mode in LOD is excited mainly by
the troposphere, and closely connected to the variability
in the Southern Oscillation, explaining partly the origin
of the links in LOD and the SOI at interannual time
scales. We investigated as well the variability at this
range over the depth of the atmosphere. The evolution
can be separated into downward stratospheric and
upward tropospheric waves. Waves propagate from
the lower to the upper layers of troposphere in about
three months, and from the upper to the lower layers of
the stratosphere in about five months. On average the
larger variability is located in the upper part of the
troposphere, consistent with results by Kang and Lau
(1992). It happens, however, that over certain epochs,
the main variability originates in the lower troposphere.
Analysis in zonal means indicates, that in addition to the
a
b
c
Fig. 16a–c. Relative AAM contribution as a function of atmospheric
depth. a Quasi-biennial variability (1.5 to 2.9 years), b triennial-
quadrennial variability (3 to 5 years), c interannual variability (1.5 to 5
years). The ordinate height is in km. For a and c, positive
contributions are coloured from green to dark red and negative
contributions from blue to deep blue, with contour at 0.01 ms
intervals. For b, positive contributions are coloured from orange to
red, negative contributions from light green to light blue, at 0.005 ms
intervals
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c
d
e
Fig. 17a–e. Relative AAM contribution as a function of latitude.
a Quasi-biennial variability (1.5 to 2.9 years) over the troposphere,
b Quasi-biennial variability (1.5 to 2.9 years) over the stratosphere,
c triennial-quadrennial variability (3 to 5 years) over the troposphere.
Sum of the reconstructed patterns of d the first and second
components, and e the third and fourth components, of the
tropospheric triennial-quadrennial variability presented in c. For
a and b, positive contributions are shown from green to dark red,
negative contributions from blue to white, at 0.0025 ms intervals. For
c and d, positive contributions are from green to dark red, negative
contributions from blue to white, at 0.00125 ms intervals. For e,
positive contributions are coloured from orange to red, negative
contributions from light green to light blue, at 0.000625 ms intervals.
The ordinate is degrees of latitude
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preceding analysis on this subject, which presented only
poleward modes about these frequencies (Dickey et al.,
1992, 1999; Black et al., 1996), some equatorward
modes are also present. Thus, although the poleward
mode explains much of the triennial-quadrennial signal
in AAM, the higher amplitude during 1982–83 and
towards 1972–73 peaks, can only be explained by the
contribution of the equatorward mode.
4. The quasi-biennial oscillation in LOD is demon-
strated to be mainly excited by zonal winds influence in
AAM. The main part of the QBO signal in AAM is of
stratospheric origin, confirming previous work by Chao
(1989). Conversely, the quasi-biennial variability in
tropospheric AAM is confirmed here to be linked to
that in the Southern Oscillation. Analysis in zonal
means indicates that over the stratosphere, AAM
variability on this time scale is primarily occurring
between 30°N to 30°S, We investigated as well the
variability at this range over the depth of the atmo-
sphere. Waves propagate from the lower to the upper
layers of troposphere in about three months, and from
the upper to the lower layers of the stratosphere in
about seven months. Our results indicate that both
stratospheric and tropospheric QB oscillations in AAM
are unrelated as to their phase variability and shift
through time towards each other. As the result of such
a process in the evolution of the quasi-biennial evolu-
tion in LOD, an extremely high amplitude in AAM
occurred during the particularly strong 1982–83 and
1997–98 El Nin˜o year when the two QBO signals were
in phase.
Because of the demonstrated dierences between
stratospheric and tropospheric QB processes presented
in AAM, whether the two QBOs are interconnected, is
also an interesting question. Whereas there may be an
influence of the stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation
on the troposphere or the inverse, we did not diagnose
the interactions in detail here. However, as noted, the
stratospheric signal has some downward propagation
into the troposphere, and may influence the climate
variability, although this influence is largely episodic.
Indeed, since this study did not investigate local
relationships between both, a local or time dependent
stratosphere–troposphere connection cannot be rejected.
In particular, a recent study by Geller et al. (1997)
suggests that the relation between the stratosphere and
the troposphere should not be interpreted as linear.
Nevertheless, the further analyses performed here,
allows us to indicate that globally the QBO in AAM
over the troposphere and stratosphere are linearly
unrelated.
5. We extend in time previous works (Dickey et al.,
1992, 1999; Black et al., 1996) on the interaction
between dierent oscillations in AAM. Over 1949–
1998, a coincidence of two maxima in the tropospheric
variability in AAM is not needed to obtain a maximum
in AAM; however, when such a coincidence does occur,
especially with strong amplitude, it yields an important
signal in the tropospheric part of the AAM signal.
Also, during the strong 1982–83 and 1996–97 ENSO
event, the stratospheric QBO and both tropospheric
oscillations were unusually in phase, demonstrating
that the stratosphere may influence these particular
events. Nevertheless, because of the small number of
strong events (four) over the last 50 years, further
analysis will be needed over a longer period to establish
the necessity of the phase concurrence hypothesis. We
note also that even though the 1997–1998 event was
considered as least as strong as that of 1982–83, when
looked at as an anomaly from the mean climatological
conditions (Salstein, 1999), it has not been mirrored
fully in the interannual signals in AAM or LOD. This
feature is mostly due to the TQ signal at that epoch
which is lower by a half when compared to that of
1982–83. Alternately, high frequency variability prob-
ably associated with the Madden-Julian oscillation,
may explain the important anomaly to mean climato-
logical conditions and other lower frequency events
may also have played important roles in the 1997–98
ENSO event.
7 Summary
LOD variability, investigated at interannual time scales,
from 1949 to 1998, can be partitioned into three bands:
a quasi-biennial, a triennial-quadrennial and one at six
to seven years, but the AAM only contain power in the
first two. The AAM fluctuations at the QB band, can be
separated into downward stratospheric and upward
tropospheric oscillations with dierent phase and
amplitude variability, although both coincide particu-
larly over certain epochs, i.e. 1982–83 and 1997–98. In
the TQ band, this signal originates mainly within an
upward propagating mode in the troposphere. At these
ranges, although the main signal is explained by an
equatorial polarward mode, a polar equatorward mode
is found here to explain, on average, more than 15% of
the variability at these time scales. Finally, a six year
period in LOD is found to be absent in atmospheric
excitation, and is probably associated with mantle-core
exchanges of angular momentum.
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